Buttplate, steel ........................................ #BP-Hawk-SL-I
An attractive late Hawken buttplate, for a large bore halfstock rifle. Styled like our classic late Hawken buttplate, wide enough to lessen recoil. Often used on Hawken percussion rifles, which have a scroll grip-rail triggerguard and sometimes carry a distinctive oval iron patchbox. Wax cast steel, nice quality.

#BP-Hawk-SL-I buttplate, wax cast steel only $21.99

Buttplate, steel or brass ..................... #BP-Hawk-JB-I or B
With more "crown" and thicker webbing, this buttplate is made for our Jim Bridger's Hawken fully inlet precarved halfstock. The Bridger Hawken halfstock is an early design with a 1-1/8" octagon barrel. Shown elsewhere, these parts were made famous by Green River Rifle Works.

#BP-Hawk-JB-I or B buttplate, wax cast steel only $21.99
#BP-Hawk-JB-B buttplate, wax cast brass only $27.50

Buttplate, steel or brass ................. #BP-Hawk-L-I or B
Our narrow late Hawken buttplate, for classic halfstock Plains rifles. This is our most popular, best selling Hawken buttplate. Flat enough to be comfortable with heavy loads, curved for secure hold. Use this buttplate on Hawken percussion rifles with the "beavertail" cheekpiece, two keys, and hooked breech. Wax cast, these may be bent cold.

#BP-Hawk-L-I buttplate, wax cast steel only $21.99
#BP-Hawk-L-B buttplate, wax cast brass only $27.50
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#BP-Hawk-SL-I iron $21.99
#BP-Hawk-JB-I or B iron $21.99
brass $27.50

#BP-Hawk-L-I or B iron $21.99
brass $27.50